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Abstract: Identification of right medicinal plants that goes in to the formation of a medicine is significant in ayurvedic medicinal industry. This paper focuses around the automatic identification proof of therapeutic plants that are regularly utilized in Ayurveda. The fundamental highlights required to distinguish a medicinal plant is its leaf shape, color and texture. In this paper, we propose efficient accurate classifier for ayurvedic medical plant identification (EAC-AMP) utilizing by hybrid optimal machine learning techniques. In EAC-AMP, image corners detect first and top, bottom leaf edges are computed by the improved edge detection algorithm. After preprocessing, the segmentation can achieve using spider optimization neural network (SONN), which segments leaf regions from an image. The time and frequency domain features are computed by the symbolic accurate approximation (SAX); other features shape features, color features and tooth features are computed by the two-dimensional binary phase encoding (2DBPE). Finally, a whale optimization with deep neural network (DNN) classifier is used to characterize the type of plants. Accuracy in identification of any ayurvedic plant leaf is achieved by understanding and extracting the plant features. The main objective of the proposed EAC-AMP approach is to increase the accuracy of classifier. MATLAB experimental analysis showed better results such as accuracy, sensitivity and specificity.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The world bears an enormous number of plant species, an impressive parcel of which have helpful characteristics [33]; others are close to end, and still others that are risky to man. Notwithstanding the way that plants are a fundamental resource for individuals, yet they structure the base of all developed lifestyles [1]. To use and guarantee plant species, it is fundamental

To study and gathering plants viably. Perceiving dark plants depends much on the normal learning of a master botanist. The best procedure to perceive plants successfully and viably is a manual-set up together method based as for morphological characteristics [2]. In this manner an extensive part of the methodology drew in with mastering these plant species depend on data collection and aptitudes of individuals. Regardless, this method of manual affirmation is as often as possible troublesome and dreary [3].

Therefore, various masters have driven concentrates to help the modified course of action of plants subject to their physical traits. Structures became so far use changing number of dares to automate the technique of modified request, anyway the methodology are exceptionally near. Fundamentally, these methods incorporate setting up the leaves accumulated, undertaking some pre-getting ready to recognize their specific qualities, plan of the leaves, populating the database, planning for affirmation in conclusion evaluating the results. Disregarding the way that, leaves are most typically used for plant conspicuous verification, the stem, blossoms, petals, seeds and even the whole plant can be used in an electronic strategy. A mechanized plant recognizing evidence structure can be used by non-home-grown pros to quickly perceive plant species effectively [4]. Classification of plants has a wide use expected in agriculture and medicine, and is especially basic to the science arranged characteristics investigate [5]-[7]. Leaf picture Classification strategy is the most favored decision when contrasted with strategies like Cell science or Molecule Biology techniques for leaf plant order. Prior specialists have endeavored to recognize the plant dependent on picture shading histogram, edge highlights and its surface data. Research has been as of now to characterize the plants as trees, bushes and herbs utilizing neural systems [8]. A lady endeavor has been advanced by simply considering the leaf subtleties. Leaf recognizable proof [9] structures an imperative part in plant arrangement. Plants can be consistently gathered dependent on various pieces of plants. There are three dimensional articles that extend multifaceted nature. The plant order, perceiving its individual leaf picture is a basic and simpler way. Each leaf picture is grouped through various related procedures. An information base is made utilizing test pictures of a wide range of leaves. Each leaf picture is connected to the relating plant subtleties [10].

There are several techniques were proposed on past decades. By Using of two-dimensional shape features, the leaves of plants are arranging also the help of k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) algorithm and Hierarchical Graph Neuron (DHGN) techniques. There are some modules are utilized leaf identification, they are Matching Measures (MM) and Euclidean Distance (ED) also the unique criteria’s are measured by Leaf Discrimination Efficiency (hLD) techniques and Young-Leaf-Detection Efficiency (hYLD). A multi-class SVM (K-SVM) [13] gives an approach to assess the fluctuation of the classes. The classifier really comprises of a lot of 1vs1 SVMs settling on a choice for any pair of classes, and the last grouping depends on various such twofold votes gotten by each class. A programmed methodology planned for perceiving vegetable species is utilized to disposes of all leaf shape, size, shading or surface data, since the intrigue is centered only in recognizing contrasts in the leaf vein morphology [14].
A phenotypic grouping framework [15] of mulberry in Taiwan reliant on vegetative qualities and chilling essentials using numerical arranged assessment. There is good leaf length with better connection of leaf width is important factors for shown the leaf thickness [16]. A dark sounding programmed recognizable proof framework is the Anastrephafraterculus gathering, which is of high financial significance in Brazil [17]. By using of mass spectrometry also with help of two-dimensional electrophoresis the leaf proteins are separated from fake modules after contaminated and immunized to 72 h[18]. An intelligent picture based plant distinguishing proof framework [19] is synchronized with that developing information and enables any client to inquiry or enhances the framework with new perceptions. By the using of Modified Particle Swarm Optimization (MPSOCT) [20], the arrangement tree actuated also it was developed by quantitative structure–action relationship (QSAR) mainly, by the help of antimicrobial specialists against Candida albicans (CA) the various grouping models are arranged.

Organization of this Paper The second section presents about recent works related to leaf identification. Third section explains about problem methodology of previous work and system model of our proposed system. The fourth section describes briefly about classifiers and algorithms. The result and conclusion are describing on the final section.

II. RELATED WORKS

Benhajrhouma et al. [21] have presented for applying to the leaf order issue, the new seven invariants are proposed, which are proposed for multi-part shapes, they have limit-based anisotropy measure and territory based simple shapes. Remaining new six invariants able to make simple calculation of interpretation also geometric understanding of shape segments. Simple clear calculation of interpretation, and scaling invariants, revolution able to this technique. Similar to new invariants depends upon region-based are strong into mellow distortions with commotion. All deductions are made in a ceaseless space. This makes the strategies material in all discretization plots straightforwardly.

Lopez et al. [22] have acquainted a technique with identify compound leaves utilizing concentric circles to investigate the outside of the leaf to include the progressions of shading in double pictures, at that point, the progressions are broke down to distinguish compound leaves. The effectiveness of the Radial Basis Function neural system is additionally improved for locale developing strategy utilized seed focuses and gathering them having comparable traits that help in highlight extraction process. The technique predicts accurately over 96% of the leaves in the Flavia informational index. At that point, it is tried with certain pictures of leaves accessible on the Internet, with 100% of correctness.

Chouhan et al. [23] have presented, the natural leaves illness are determined with in grouping of plants by the using of Bacterial Foraging Optimization Based Radial Basis Function (BBBFNN). The arrangement of leaves based on their sickness with their speed and precision of the system done by using radial basis function neural network (RBFFNN) and further speed and precision of areas are analysis by Bacterial Foraging Optimization (BFO). The district developing calculation builds the productivity of the system via looking and gathering of seed focuses having basic traits for highlight extraction process.

Zhang et al. [24] have proposed two improved profound convolutional neural systems model to recognizing nine kinds of maize leaves. GoogleNet and Cifar10 utilized accomplish high recognizable proof precision, 98.9% and 98.8%, individually. It is conceivable to improve acknowledgment precision by expanding the assorted variety of pooling activities, the sensible expansion of a Relu limit and dropout errands, and including various changes of the model parameters. Exactly when the train test set is 80-20, the course of action figuring’s used to obtain a varying assortment of test conditions with solid power.

Grinblat et al. [25] have proposed profound the plant leaf vein designs based differentiate done by Convolutional Neural System (CNN). The red bean, soybean, white bean are different vegetable plants. CNN maintains a strategic distance from the utilization of carefully assembled highlight extractors as it is standard in best class pipeline. An assignment explicit module in a cutting-edge preparing pipeline is joined with a profound convolutional arrange. An improved precision utilizing a standard profound learning model suggests that it isn't important to handcraft a particular element extraction strategy for this undertaking. This profound learning approach essentially improves the precision of the alluded pipeline.

Roshchina et al. [26] have proposed an There are various pieces of restorative species are investigated by fluorescence also differentiate by luminescence microscopy, for example, smaller scale spectrofluorimetry and confocal microscopy. Alkaloids chelerythrine have presented in species secretary cells and sanguinarine. The fluoresced in green yellow color is occurred in sanguinarine until the second species improved. The second species improved in anthraquinones which is changed orange-red colour for multi-parts tests, there are Achillea millefolium species and Calendula officinalis also Artemisia absinthium species the unearthly impediment seems to occur in light of the fact, fluoresced on their organs with phenols also terpenoids. In this multi-part test the species changed over a blue-green color or else blue color.

Goncalves et al. [27] have proposed, the combining content-based image retrieval (CBIR) technique is suitable for diagram basing design, which is known as Semantic Interactive Image Retrieval (SIIR). It bolsters master recognizable proof undertakings, for example, to differentiate the angiosperm groups in plants is one of the scholar’s jobs. After all, frame work the data taken away from various substances, cosmology, client cooperation, sources and client endeavors required are radically decreased. The details about angiosperm groups and plants attributes and nature structures are represented in space cosmology. Plants visual recovery data and semantic data are presented in tale diagram depended methods. The plant species are differentiated with their properties-based classification is represented in bipartite

trait diagram and
discriminative trait diagram. In this framework refeshes likeness data among pictures dependent on the client’s answer, in this manner improving the recovery adequacy and lessening the client’s endeavors required for ID assignments.

Chaki et al. [28] have proposed, the plant leaf pictures taken before that plant leaves attributes are identified; they have enormous components like particular vein, structured shapes, green shades. sometimes the components are leaves not suitable for heterogeneous groups. The A various leveled engineering configuration is utilized various segments are combined for an all the more dominant and solid order of the visual information. By the using of visual discriminators, the databases are segmented into obvious parts. The shape features of leaves is separated by different parts by using of Feature depends Shape Selection Template (FSST).

Esmaili et al. [29] have proposed shut circle framework distinguishing proof under unadulterated criticism just as its potential in a modern setting. The recognizability condition for straight plants yields significant down to earth bits of knowledge for a shut circle framework distinguishing proof framework. It is natural that recognizability is improved as there are increasingly: set-point changes, or info or yield immersion. The progression reaction models are utilized to unravel a limited skyline ideal control issue which is commonly detailed as a quadratic program with direct requirements. The professional ought to comprehend that distinguishing proof outcomes are bound to be precise within the sight of set-point changes and discontinuous info/yield immersion.

Volochanskyi et al. [30] have proposed distinctive excitation wavelengths used to figure the fitting test conditions for the recognition and distinguishing proof of therapeutically noteworthy. The Surface-Enhanced Raman Scattering (SERS) spectroscopy is a method able to do low identification restricts in the investigation of modest quantities analyses. The alkaloids were estimated by SERS spectra with fixed range and using electrochemically arranged SERS gold and silver dynamic substances with scaled platinum substrates. Leaf surface are improved by Hypothetical computations with ordinary Raman spectroscopy. Unmistakable range is favored because of higher proficiency of light dispersing than if there should be an occurrence of close infra radiation.

III. PROBLEM METHODOLOGY AND SYSTEM MODEL

A. Problem Methodology

Liu et al. [31] have proposed, The plants are classified and focused by the using of Convolution Recurrent Neural Networks (C-RNNs). Leaf pictures are segmented and extracts by the using of convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) also that all pictures combined with multiple features by the Recurrent Neural Network(RNN). Each models are take too much time for prepare start from finish the one to three species leaf pictures. For the example, the Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) and MobileNet are good exchange the order exactness also flavia dataset computationals. The recognizable proof of restorative plants by normal keys is difficult, and as a result of the usage of express regular terms confusing for non-pros. This makes a hard to beat obstruction for students excited about picking up species data. Today, there is an extending energy for modernizing the system of species recognizing evidence. From [21]-[31], the current plant species identification methodologies are practically inconceivable for the overall population and testing notwithstanding for experts that manage herbal issues every day, for example, preservationists, ranchers, foresters, and scene designers. Notwithstanding for botanists themselves species identification is frequently a troublesome assignment. In addition, most ayurvedic therapeutic plants identification strategies have proposed dependent on features of leaf surface and structure of leaf are identify some plants.

B. System Model

Our proposed system model is, accurate plant classifier method was givens in Fig 1 Here the input leaf top, bottom edges are first detected, then the edges are smoothing and computing also Calculate the edge points, padding including preprocessing are done by using of edge detection algorithm. The digitalized images are obtained from leaf region, by the use of Spider Optimization Neural Network (SONN). The time and frequency domains of images can be calculated by using of Symbolic Accurate Approximation (SAX) technique and shape, color and tooth features of image can calculate by using of Two-Dimensional Binary Phase Encoding (2DBPE) technique. After calculate the main features of leaf images, Finally the leaves are classified by using of whale optimization with deep neural network (DNN).
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IV. PROPOSED EAC-AMP SCHEME

A. Leaf Structure Detection using IED Algorithm

For keeping low error rate, by using of filtering technique, data values protecting methods and easily understandable algorithm is Improved Edge Detection (IED) algorithm. In this algorithm, the variety of pictures are keeping lower error rate and expelling different reactions for close edge technique following the mentioned function, The Canny Edge Detector is pursuing.

Step 1: Find and every pixel of an image, by using of this main horizontal $G_x$ factor and vertical $G_y$. At every point convolve with 3x3 gradient template $G_x$ and $G_y$ respectively.

$$G_x = \begin{bmatrix} -1 & 0 & 1 \\ -2 & 0 & 2 \\ -1 & 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix} \quad (1)$$

$$G_y = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 2 & 1 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 \\ -1 & -2 & -1 \end{bmatrix} \quad (2)$$

Step 2: After calculate above two factors, the direction factor and magnitude factor are computed as,

$$M[u,v] = \sqrt{P[u,v]^2 + Q[u,v]^2} \quad (3)$$

$$\theta[u,v] = \tan^{-1}(Q[u,v]/P[u,v]) \quad (4)$$

Step 3: We can use non-maximal value suppression method, for calculate candidate edge points.

- Maintaining the large gradient thinning edges, which is not an area of edge of picture and thick edges.

- For getting single pixel wide, we can merge the thin broad ridges.

- For compute the line of gradient values which not top estimated of ridge, and find the nearest maximum suppressing every value.

- Compressing the 4 parts likewise [0, 45, 90,135] for angle of gradient.

- Verifying the every magnitude factor $M[u,v]$ at 3x3 region.

- For middle values should not greater than the 2 gradient values, we should set the 0 initial values.

- Avoiding false edge problems or noise problems, we suppressing all magnitude values for get best texture.

Step 4: By using of double thresholding method, we can calculate candidate edge center points and this method is reduce the false edge and noise problems. Here U is transformed in to 0 values. Compressed picture is associated in double thresholding method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique 1: Double Thresholding for Edge Detection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Upper Threshold = U1 and Lower Threshold = U2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Edge &gt; U1: Strong Edge Point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. U2 &lt; Edge &lt; U1: Weak Edge Point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Edge &lt; U2: Delete</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Step 5: Thresholding has been utilized to build up an association between the strong edges and the weak edges.

Process of Edge Detection Algorithm
Table 1: Edge Detection Algorithm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Step 1</td>
<td>For up comer point, N(i,j), we scan the picture of edge and find the 8-neighbor zone. Suppose there is no other applicant point, further we do step 6.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 2</td>
<td>According the gradient direction factor, we can compute the $Ang_t$ for N(i, j) a detection point, if $Ang_t &lt; T$, go step 4. Otherwise, do step 6.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 3</td>
<td>If the 8-neighbor area of points is not marked, then we calculate and $Ang_t$ is suppose $Ang_t &lt; T$, do step 4, otherwise, go step 4.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4</td>
<td>Mark all the points of $t_p$ and center points N(i,j). These points suppose meet the $Ang_t &lt; T$, we should connect all the edges.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 5</td>
<td>In this step, we mark the edge points as candidate points, till no points are marked and find the 8-neighbor area $t_p$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 6</td>
<td>If marking is not satisfied, go step 3.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

And choosing the best spider and female spider. Depends upon their vibrations. This algorithm is said 70% populace of female spiders. Dominant males’ spiders and non-dominant male spiders are types of male spiders. Male spider, control of weight is more noteworthy comparing with the other male spiders. Which are prevailing male spiders. The female spiders are able to rebuff various spiders. Spider weights is utilizing the following eqn(5).

$$Weight_s=(fitness(s)−fitness(bad spider))−(fitness(best spider)−fitness(bad spider))$$ (5)

In SSON, every spider is described by single leaf. The leaf regions are segmented by each digital image. The process of SSON using in segmentation of leaf regions is following equations.

A. Initiation: For each spider are empty in initialization. so, we can initialize every single spider randomly by using of following equation.

$$Spider[s,D]=lower bound(D)+random(0,1)∗(upper bound(D)−lower bound(D))$$ (6)

Here spider [s, D] is $D^{th}$ dimension of the centroid of spider S.

B. Assignment of leaf regions: Every leaf region are considered as closest centroid present in spider. A single spider populace and activity is represented as single leaf region, here the single leaf region is not considered different types of spiders. The fitness of spider is calculated from centroid point.

C. Next positions of spiders

1) Next positions of female spiders:

Based on following direction of female spider, an irregular output is produced. On the off chance that it is not as much as Threshold probability TP, a fascination activity is actualized and the situation of female spider is refreshed by equation (7). Generally, a repulsion activity is actualized and direction of female spider is refreshed by condition (8). Give all-inclusive best spider a chance to be spider g and spider s to be spider I.

$$Spider[s,D]=spider[s,D]+α∗A+β∗B+γ∗(δ−0.5)$$ (7)

$$Spider[s,D]=spider[s,D]−α∗A−β∗B+γ∗(δ−0.5)$$ (8)

Here the random number from [0,1] are represented $α, β, γ$ and $δ$

$$A = (spider[s,D]−spider[g,D])∗Weight[g]∗e^{−distance(s,g)^2}$$

and

$$B = (spider[s,D]−spider[l,D])∗Weight[l]∗e^{−distance(s,l)^2}$$

By using of eqn(9), we can calculate further position of dominant male. Let us consider F is female spider of dominant male spider s

$$Spider[s,D]=spider[s,D]+α∗C+γ∗(δ−0.5)$$ (9)

Where,

$$C = (spider[s,D]−spider[F,D])∗Weight[F]∗e^{−distance(s,F)^2}$$

By using of eqn(10), we can calculate further position of next non-dominant male spider. Let us consider W is weighted mean of male population.
Spider[s,D] = spider[s,D] + \alpha \times W \quad (10)

D. Mating operation:
For create next spider, there are every dominant male mates and females inside predefined scope of mating and new spider discovered utilizing method of roulette wheel. In the event that best weight spider is superior to noticeably terrible spider, at that point most noticeably terrible spider may be supplanted by group of spiders. The scope of mating represented \( M \) is determined utilizing condition (7)

\[ M = d + E \quad (11) \]

Here, \( d \) is Total of differences of lower and upper bound of every dimension, and \( E = 2 \times \) number of dimensions of dataset.

E. Algorithm for Spider Optimization Neural Network

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table:2</th>
<th>Spider Optimization Algorithm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Step 1</td>
<td>Load every spider with their irregular centroids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 2</td>
<td>Load Iteration along 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 3 While (Iteration &lt;=MAX_ITERATIONS)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\cdot Accredit every leaf image to closest centroids</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\cdot Calculate the weight and fitness values of each spider</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\cdot Change the next positions of male’s spiders and female spider</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\cdot Let on every dominant male spider to cohabit along female spider</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\cdot If the new spider fitness is best the bad spider in population then</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\cdot Substitue bad spider along new spider</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\cdot Increment iteration by 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4</td>
<td>Arrange the spiders based upon their greater order of fitness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 5</td>
<td>Retire best spiders ( K ), which are associates generate the all segmented leaf regions who’s in dataset.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

F. Symbolic Accurate Approximation

Periodic signals can be inspected from two points of view, or areas. These two areas are the time domain and the frequency domain. For Periodic signals, time and frequency are the converse of one another. In particular, an occasional sign can be evaluated by its period which is to what extent it takes for the sign to rehash itself or by its frequency which is how frequently the sign rehashes itself in a given time.

\[ p = 1/\text{Frequency} \quad (12) \]
\[ F = 1/\text{Period} \quad (13) \]

After all, Period (\( P \)) and Frequency (\( F \)) are inverses of one another, time domain analysis and frequency domain analysis are, as it were, conversely related too.

**Time Domain:** The time space alludes to a portrayal of the signal concerning time. The essential tool for analyzing signals in the time domain is called an oscilloscope. An oscilloscope (’ or ‘scope) shows a two-dimensional diagram of a signal’s size in the y-axis, and time in the x-axis. While the fundamental utilization of a degree is to decide the magnitude of the signal as time is transforming, it can likewise be utilized to in a roundabout way measure the frequency of a signal if that signal is occasional. To do this, just design the extension to appear in any event one time of the sign, at that point measure the time of that period.

The frequency of the signal is then \( 1/\text{Signal Period} \quad (14) \)

**Frequency Domain:** While doing estimation of the signal’s frequency, at that point it to be analyzed with the signal of frequency domain. While some oscilloscopes can be utilized for analyzing a (periodic) signal in the frequency domain (they need unique usefulness), a better device for doing this is known as a spectrum analyzer. A spectrum analyzer shows a two-dimensional chart of a signal’s capacity in the y-axis, and the signal’s frequency in the x-axis. Such a diagram is known as the recurrence range of a signal since it indicates how solid a sign is at all frequencies. The least difficult case of a signal in the frequency space, is the flawlessly occasional signal the sine wave. The recurrence range of a 100 Hz sine wave comprises of just a single frequency recurrence (100 Hz). This arrangement comprises of a sinusoid at a frequency equivalent to the redundancy pace of the waveform (i.e., the frequency of the waveform or 1/Waveform, this is known as the essential frequency in addition to a progression of sinusoids at frequencies which are whole number products of the principal recurrence. These sinusoids are called harmonics. The principal recurrence is the main consonant. The subsequent symphonious is a sine wave multiple times the recurrence of the key recurrence, the third consonant is a sine wave multiple times the recurrence of the fundamental.

**F. Two-Dimensional Binary Phase Encoding**

In this area, the binarization of the encoded picture is considered. There are a few purposes behind binarizing the encoded picture. The optical execution of binary pictures is a lot simpler than the usage of complex pictures. The scrambled picture \( S(x) \) is communicated in following ways, they are real and imaginary parts.

\[ \psi(y) = \psi_R(y) + j\psi_I(y) \quad (15) \]

where \( \psi_R(y) \) is the real part of \( \psi(y) \), and \( \psi_I(y) \) is the imaginary part of \( \psi_I(y) \); and second, in polar form, that is,

\[ \psi(y) = \psi_A(y) + j\psi_\phi(y) \quad (16) \]

Where \( \psi_A(y) \) and \( \psi_\phi(y) \) are defined as above equation reciprocally. Here, Let us consider two binarization methods, \( \psi(y) \)
represents the binarized version of $S(x)$. Initially, we first examined, real part and imaginary part of binarization of the real part and the imaginary part of the encrusted image to generate a complex image $\bar{\psi}(y)$ with binary real and binary imaginary parts:

$$\bar{\psi}(y) = \bar{\psi}_R(y) + j \bar{\psi}_I(y) \quad (17)$$

Where,

$$\bar{\psi}_R(y) = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } \text{Re } (y) > \text{Median}[\text{Re } (y)] \\ -1 & \text{if } \text{Re } (y) < \text{Median}[\text{Re } (y)] \end{cases}$$

and

$$\bar{\psi}_I(y) = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } \text{Im } (y) > \text{Median}[\text{Im } (y)] \\ -1 & \text{if } \text{Im } (y) < \text{Median}[\text{Im } (y)] \end{cases}$$

For calculate spatial averaging the median $\{\}$ operator is used in eqn.15 and eqn.16. function $\bar{\psi}(y)$ function is described in Eq. 14 is referred to as reconstruct complex image. Then, we represented following function for binarization of the encrusted image depends on the phase information.

$$\bar{\psi}_y(y) = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } \text{Re } (y) \geq 0, \\ -1 & \text{if } \text{Re } (y) < 0 \end{cases} \quad (17)$$

Further, we can utilize encoded picture’s binary phase date in unscrambling process. The decoded picture from the binary phase-only data of the scrambled picture. Subsequently, the recuperated pictures got utilizing the binarized phase data of the encoded picture are low quality comparing with the unscrambled pictures taken away recreated picture. In any case, this technique utilizes less data and is simpler to execute.

**G. Leaf Identification using Whale Optimization with DNN**

Whale Optimization with Deep Neural Network (WO-DNN) is a Roused-nature populace depends heuristic algorithms that is mirrors the general conduct of whales are associated as clever groups pursued by its one of a kind capacities to chase their prey. Exquisite animals just as predators named whale has been considered as greatest well evolved creatures known to man. Spindle cells of whales help them to be a keen animal. They consider secure, commentator and interface because of Spindle cells. Be that as it may, among all highlights, the most interesting one is their chasing method. School of little angles contiguous the outside of the sea is spooky by humpback whales. To achieve the chasing system eccentric air pockets along a circle have been shaped. At first it has been pictured from surface yet now has been distinguished utilizing label sensors. In such manner, bubbles like “upward spirals” and “double-loops” have been watched. A short time later, coral circket, heave tail and catch circket have been shaped to chase the prey in an ideal manner.

This algorithm is one of the type of swarm based algorithms; It has high efficiency compare with the other heuristic algorithms. So, we apply this algorithm in our work and another optimization algorithm with Deep Neural Network (DNN) which is connected, to get exact plant picture characterization. In this procedure the wellness capacity considered guarantees the best wellness bends which help to get exact plant picture classifier for aurvedic medicinal plant identification.

**Fitness Function**

Fitness function of WOA is having three important elements: Homogeneity factor($H_c$) which have 3*3 filter outputs are comparing with neighbors (N) and inside pixel ($I_p$). Another factor is Uniformity. Which is notify the measures of all curves edge curve and same intensity values. The third factor is average gradient magnitude. All these three elements are clarified further beneath.

**Homogeneity factor ($H_c$)**: This factor is using in this algorithm, following process, homogeneity operator is used for this operation which is 3*3 filter’s outputs are compared with neighbors (N) and inside pixel ($I_p$). Which are 8-neighboring pixels (N).

$$H_c = \frac{1}{L_c} \sum_{p \in C} H_{c_p} \quad (18)$$

**Uniformity factor ($U_g$)**: Degree of intensity is determined among the pixels of curve. Typically, pixels of curve values are comparable intensity values. The total number of absolute curve pixels utilize for finding the similitude.

$$U_g = \frac{1}{L_c} \sum_{i=1}^{L_c} \sum_{p=1}^{L_c} |I_{p+1} - I_p| \quad (19)$$

Homogeneity and uniformity factor is essential factor of curve consideration. The pixels curve amount is rest of perspective and it’s taken by Average Gradient Magnitude ($G_c$)

$$G_c = \frac{1}{L_c} \sum_{i=1}^{L_c} G_i \quad (20)$$

The process of Whale Optimization with Deep Neural Network using plant classification shown in below flowchart of Fig 3.

Here $G_i$ denotes gradient magnitude of $i^{th}$ pixel. Final fitness function of whale optimization is following equation (21)

$$f_c = \begin{cases} \{(H_c, w_1 + G_c, w_2 - U, w_3) L_c \quad \text{if } G_c \geq \text{threshold} \\ -\infty \quad \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \quad (21)$$

Where $w_1, w_2,$ and $w_3$ are the represents homogeneity factors of weights ($H_c$) and uniformity factor ($U_g$) , average gradient magnitude ($G_c$). The process of Whale
Optimization with Deep Neural Network using plant classification shown in below flowchart.

V. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

In this framework, the data set contains an aggregate of 928 ayurvedic plant leaf images. We utilized 743 example ayurvedic pictures for training and 185 for testing. The determination of images into testing and training sets was performed aimlessly. Every class contains pictures of 10 particular leaves gathered from various plants. This training and testing depend on the preprocessing, division and classifier to portray the ayurvedic plant leaf name. This is in harmoniousness to tending to the requirement for a dependable and helpful approach to recognize a plant dependent on its leaf picture. It is made promptly accessible in order to take into account the requirement for a quick framework that empowers the client to arrange his very own ayurvedic plant leaf pictures without the requirement for an taxonomic foundation. It identifies venation notwithstanding leaf shape to separate between leaf pictures that nearly have a similar shape yet vary in venation. This blend of highlights alongside whale streamlining profound neural system classifier gives an exactness of 99.8%. Table 5 demonstrates a case of ayurvedic plant leaf pictures and anticipated name.

A. Confusion Matrix

A confusion matrix is a table shown as table 3, that is regularly used to portray the exhibition of a grouping model (or "classifier") on a lot of test information for which the genuine qualities are known. The disarray lattice itself is generally easy to see, yet the related phrasing can be befuddling.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TP</th>
<th>FP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>998</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FN</td>
<td>TN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 Confusion Matrix

Table 4 shows the comparison results of previous state algorithms like Long-short term memory (LSTM), simple Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), Gated recurrent unit (GRU) and EAC-AMP of our proposed technique. When compare to existing state-of-art techniques, our proposed model got better accuracy. And it also gives comparison of proposed work with previous techniques using neural network methods like ResNet50, Xception, Inception V3, MobileNet and proposed model and fig 6 represents a comparison graph of previous model and proposed model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Techniques</th>
<th>23</th>
<th>25</th>
<th>31</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LSTM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRU</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple RNN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAC-AMP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5 demonstrates a case of ayurvedic plant leaf pictures and anticipated name.

The overall accuracy was calculated as,

\[
\text{Accuracy} = \frac{Tp + Tn}{Tp + Tn + Fp + Fn}
\]

Before extraction process, the image is changed over grayscale mode. Separating the picture of every administrator and links at least pair of histograms with each other process is done by fusion operator. The characterization aftereffects of every ayurvedic plant leaf highlight consolidate utilizing different systems, for example, edge detection algorithm, preprocessing, segmentation using spider optimization neural network, symbolic accurate approximation to discover time and recurrence highlight of leaf picture and Whale optimization with deep neural network classifier to foresee the given info medicinal plant leaf shown in table 5.

B. Performance Metrics

The proposed effective accurate classifier for ayurvedic plant leaf using hybrid optimal machine learning technique is determined based on performance metrics like accuracy. The accuracy of the proposed framework is grouped dependent on whale optimization deep neural network.
From above equation (22), \( T_n \) is represented True negative rate and \( T_p \) is represented is True positive rate. \( F_p, F_n \) are false positive and false negative rate. Fig.3 demonstrates the classification results of accuracy in medical plant leaf identification. From the input ayurvedic leaf image, the preprocessing and segmentation process were done and go to classifier. Here, we utilized whale optimization with deep neural network to recognize the type of given medical leaf name with higher accuracy rate. The experimental analysis and colour feature output forms are obtained from input image. The proposed system is gives better accuracy of texture feature. Yet, it is not be equivalent for every case. At the point when compare with existing algorithm, our proposed model given better results shown in Fig 4 as comparison graph.

Fig. 3 Medical Plant Leaf Identification using WO-DNN

Fig 4 Comparison Graph

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, we have proposed, EAC-AMP method, based accurate classifier for ayurvedic medical plant identification using hybrid optimal machine learning techniques. By the use of improved edge detection algorithm, we detect and compute the image corners of leaf edges. The spider optimization neural networks (SONN) were used to segmentation process. Then, we compute time and frequency domain features, by the help of symbolic accurate approximation (SAX) technique also we compute the color features and tooth features by the help of two dimensional binary phase encoding (2DBPE). By the use of whale optimization with deep neural network (DNN) classifier, we can characterized the type of plants with higher efficiency and accuracy. The simulation results of MATLAB show that the output of our proposed EAC-AMP technique is best, comparing with the existing leaf classifier techniques. The proposed frame work very useful to people can easily determine medical plant and conserve, utilize of medical plants.
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